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P O LY P H O N I A

T h e m a t i c To u r i s m D e v e l o p m e n t T h r o u g h t h e
Preservation of Polyphonic Music, unique element of
the cross -border Cultural Heritage

It has been more than 2,5 years of coordinated efforts, hard work
and constructive collaboration, among the POLYPHONIA Partners,
that have enabled us to create tools for the preservation of our
regions’ polyphonic music ant its valorisation in the field of
thematic tourism.
The POLYPHONIA Project, funded by the lnterreg IPA CBC
Greece–Albania Programme, has effectively addressed the need to
study, collate and preserve this rich and authentic musical heritage
of polyphonic music through cross-border cooperation between
Greece and Albania.
We hope that our approach will set the foundations for parallel and
broader initiatives and that our Project, which has shown concrete
results, will be further capitalised in the future.
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Dissemination Material
The POLYPHONIA Leaflet for general
information about the Project, as well as
the POLYPHONIA Leaflet about the
Project’s results are available to share
with

the

general

participants
International

public

and

the

upcoming

in

POLYPHONIA

the

Cultural

Festival and Conference and of course
all the future Project events. They will
also be available in the Project Partners
offices for visitors to take. The Leaflets
were conceived and designed in mind to
be informative, yet stylish and pleasing
to the eye.

International POLYPHONIA
Cultural Festival and
Conference
The POLYPHONIA International Cultural
Festival and Conference have been
scheduled for the 6th and 9th of August
by the Municipality of Pogoni. The
International

Cultural

Festival

and

Conference is not just a sum of events
but also a tribute to the significance of
the POLYPHONIA Project and its goals.
More importantly it is a testament to the
journey and survival of the polyphonic
music and tradition through history, time
and space. The participants will have
the chance to watch professionals and
important figures share their knowledge
on

Polyphonic

music,

tradition

and

more. The Agenda and more news on
the events will be available soon at our
Social Media, https://polyphonia.eu/ and
https://pogoni.gr/.

COMING UP:

Coming up 2021

Cross-border Virtual Reality Museum and Exhibition
Coming up 2021 • Filates & Dropull

POLYPHONIA Centers
Coming up 2021

POLYPHONIA Network

The POLYPHONIA Project is co-funded by the European
Union and by National Funds of the Participating Countries
participating in the Interreg IPA II CBC Programme
“Greece – Albania 2014 - 2020”.
The views expressed in this Newsletter do not necessarily
reflect the views of the European Union, the participating
countries and the Managing Authority.

GDRP Policy
Since May 2018 the new laws about data protection have come into force. We respect your privacy
and we wanted to assure you that your data will only be used to keep you informed about the latest
news of the POLYPHONIA Project, as well as to invite you to POLYPHONIA events. We will never
give away your information (name, address, email, etc.) to any third party, nor will we send you
unsolicited email.
You don’t have to do anything, unless you no longer wish to receive emails concerning the
POLYPHONIA project. Should this be the case, then please contact us in reply to the email stating
this fact. If we don't hear from you, we shall assume you wish to continue receiving information about
POLYPHONIA and keep your email address on our list.

Contact: Regional Union of Municipalities of Epirus
Development and Programming Department
polyphonia@pedepirus.gr
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